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Books
 
Needed
 
Women's
 
Physical  
Educa-
tion 
Club 
is 
sponsoring  
a 
book
 drive
 during
 
October.
 
Health,
 sports
 and 
recrea-
tion 
books  
may  be 
brought  
to 
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Weather 
The 
%rather
 %ill be hot and 
heavy today. Temperatures 
%ill be hot from 68 to 95 
degrees  and smog 
will be 
unusually
 heavy. 
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A.S. Judiciary 
To 
Consider  
Council  Fight
 
A.S. Judiciary
 will meet in an 
emergency session at 10 a.m,  in 
the 
Guadalupe room of the College Union 
today. The body will consider
 the 
controversial  
fight
 over the 
vice
 chair-
manship of A.S. Council. 
Last Tuesday the
 same emergency 
judicial board 
named Mike Buck 
interim vice chairman until 
a final 
decision  could be made. Roger 
Olsen,  
chief justice, cited 
the need for more 
time, professional advice and the 
need  
for all interested persons to 
prepare  
information so 
the case could be heard 
fairly, as reasons for 
the  six -day delay. 
Olsen explained during 
an interview 
last 
week  that, "The question
 before 
Judiciary
 is whether Student Council
 
can change 
its mind after a person
 has 
been elected to a 
position."  Both Terry 
Speizer and Jim Peterson
 were elected 
to the
 chairmanship 
in
 successive 
weekly meetings held in May. 
The Judiciary has requested the 
presence  of John Merz and Jim Self, 
both 
former 
Student  
Council
 
chairmen,
 
at the 
hearing with
 the hope 
that the 
two 
might
 be 
able 
to 
provide  
information
 
pertinent  to 
the  case. 
Requests
 were also issued by the 
Judiciary 
for Peterson and 
Speizer to 
attend.  
In addition, the justices
 have asked 
for parliamentary
 assistance on both 
the faculty and 
student
 level. 
Don DuShane,
 student referral 
agent,  
is in cflarge of 
finding a qualified 
faculty member but , as of Friday 
afternoon, he 
had not been able to 
locate
 a professor whose
 schedule 
coincided 
with
 the meeting time. 
Andy MacDonald, judiciary 
parlia-
mentarian,
 is expected to be at the 
hearing to offer 
assistance  and attempt 
to answer 
possible judicial 
procedure
 
questions which
 might arise. 
A.S. Man in Capital 
Legislative
 
Analyst
 
By KAREN PETTERSON 
Daily
 Staff Writer 
SJS  will soon have a voice in 
Sacramento. John McLemore, senior 
political science major, will serve as 
legislative analyst representing SJS' 
Associated Students at the state 
legislature.
 
Working through the Associated 
Students Office, McLemore will also 
serve as liaison between the legislators 
and the students. A.S. President Bill 
Langan has been instrumental  in 
creating the 
position.  
-Every  year bills come up before the 
legislature 
that  pertain to the 
campuses, such as disciplinary 
procedures, faculty tenure and
 pay 
raises, and funding and expansion of 
higher education," Langan said. 
"Student opinion on these matters is 
seldom
 heard." 
Since 
most
 debate on 
such  bills is 
done in the 
committees  of the State 
Assembly 
and State 
Senate, 
Mchemore's  fuaction 
will  be to testify 
before  these 
committees  to 
present  the 
student 
viewpoint.  He will 
also  provide 
information on 
these  bills to the 
students.
 
Whenever a bill is introduced that 
pertains to higher 
education, and the 
state college system in particular,
 he 
will inform the students when hearings 
on the bill are
 scheduled and seek 
support for or opposition to the measure 
depending on its value to 
higher 
education. 
"We will also encourage students of 
all viewpoints to participate in the 
committee hearings," said Langan. 
"The
 legislators we have talked to feel 
this is a valuable
 program," he 
continued. "They don't 
get  to hear the 
Referral
 
Agent  
Holds  
Caucus;
 
rf Brennan Charges 
Considered
 
ftvcrr  
reri 
iif  
EYES  
RIGHTCampus
 
construction
 
workers  are 
getting the
 pleasures
 of spring
 
during
 the fall 
semester. 
A heavy 
machinery  
operator 
watches  a 
campus  
coed
 as 
she  passes 
a construction
 site 
on
 the way 
to class. 
Donald DuShane, staff
 judicial 
referral agent, said he hopes to meet 
with Frank 
Haber,  associate justice, 
and Reggie 
Toran,
 attorney general, 
sometime this 
week
 to discuss the 
charges filed against 
A.S.  Executive 
Vice President Steve 
Brennan last 
week.  
The charges,
 filed by Haber, claim 
that Brennan holds
 two A.S. offices in 
two separate branches of A.S.
 
government,
 one as 
executive
 vice 
president
 for which he is paid,
 and one 
Two 
City
 
Depts.
 
Form 
Liaison
 With 
Student
 
Renters
 
By RAY TESSLER
 
Daily Political Writer 
The bitterness 
many  students feel 
toward the community rent situation  
typified by 
racial discrimination, 
skyrocketing rents, poor facilities and 
uncooperative landlords  may jell 
into a 
powerful  weapon at the disposal 
of students. 
The San Jose Human Relations 
Commission and 
the Housing and 
Community Development Office, 
complete
 with a battery of attorneys, 
are forming a bond of cooperation with 
SJS students via a liaison committee. 
"The people in the 
campus 
community who have the problems will 
be put in immediate 
touch  with those 
who have the power to make the 
solutions," said Dr. Burton 
R.
 Brazil, 
SJS executive vice president. 
Before, all students could do  was 
complain about their problems. 
Occasionally  a 
renters'
 
revolt  
would 
take place, but any 
benefits were 
marginal and short lived. 
Then last week the 
two  community 
agencies, each appointed by the San 
Jose 
City  Council, approached Dr. 
Brazil and inquired if they 
could  aid 
students. 
Thus began the 
relationship which is 
still 
in the embryonic stage. 
A 
BEGINNING
 
"We have 
some pretty 
unsatisfactory  
conditions in 
our  housing 
around
 
campus," 
said  Dr. Brazil. 
"There  is the 
problem  of racial 
discrimination 
which  
still exists,"
 he said. 
"This  is a place 
where we can 
make a beginning."
 
The Human
 Relations 
Commission 
is 
primarily 
concerned  with 
reported 
cases 
involving 
alleged 
racial 
discrimination
 in housing 
practices. 
The Housing and 
Community 
Development Office completes the 
second half of the punch by providing a 
grievence committee "to deal with 
problems between landlord and 
tenant," according to Dr. Brazil. 
Although
 the agencies are autonomous, 
they have the power to subpoena 
litigants. 
An 
unresolved
 difficulty must be 
faced in deciding what 
students  repre-
senting what
 groups will comprise the 
college side of the 
committee.  The 
Human 
Relations  
Committee  
Wednesday  
spoke of 
assigning 
a two-
Peace
 
Group
 
Forms
 
By
 VICTOR 
JANG  
Daily Staff 
Writer  
Movement  for New 
Congress, a 
nation-wide coalition of 
campus
-based 
organizations seeking 
to end the war 
and reorder national 
policy by 
supporting peace -oriented
 candidates, 
is forming an SJS chapter. 
The rationale behind 
the organization 
is that students,
 and other volunteers
 
Lozada 
Talk  
Slated
 
Oct.
 15 
This year's scholar -in -residence 
is 
Froben I.ozada, director
 of the Latin 
and Mexican
-American 
Studies
 
Department
 at Merritt
 College, 
Oakland.
 
Lozada
 will make his 
first appear-
ance here on Oct. 
15
 when he will speak 
on "The
 Animals in Our 
Society."  
Before teaching 
at Merritt College,
 
Lozada was active in 
supporting the 
Third
 World 
Liberation
 Front 
strikes
 at 
San Francisco
 State and 
the University
 
of 
California
 at 
Berkeley.  
Several
 years 
ago 
he
 was the 
Socialist  
Workers  Party 
candidate  
for School
 Director
 in 
Berkeley.
 
In his 
future  talks 
at SJS, 
Lozada
 will 
discuss
 "The 
Prophets 
of Racism,"
 
'The 
Chicano 
Struggle
 for Self 
Deter-
niination,"
 and
 "Chicano
 Art." 
can offer intelligent, 
enthusiastic  and 
trained manpower
 to congressional and 
other candidates in areas where one 
candidate is clearly "superior" to 
another, and where the 
candidate has a 
substantial chance of winning 
with 
student support. 
Spawned last May in 
Princeton, N.J., 
in response to the 
Cambodian crisis, the 
organization has
 spread to more than 
400 campuses.' MNC  and its volunteers 
workers will be trying to change the 
complexion  of Congress by 
campaigning for candidates who share 
MNC's concern for peace, justice and a 
healthy physical and social 
environment," says Mike Abbott, area 
coordinator for the movement. 
Abbott is seeking student 
members 
for his organization. Students may 
work in a number of capacities
 in the 
campaigns of individual candidates, or 
they may work to "get out the vote" 
election day approaches. 
He mentioned John V. 
Tunney
 for 
U.S.
 Senate and Wilson Riles for 
state 
superintendant
 of public instruction as 
two candidates
 his organization is 
supporting for state-wide 
office.
 
Locally, John Vasconcellos
 for 
assemblyman and Stuart McLean for 
Congress  find favor in MNC's eyes. 
"These 
are the best candidates to 
effect 
immediate  positive change, and 
they have a substantial chance to win, 
especially with student help," said 
Abbott. 
man 
delegation  to 
the girl!).
 The 
number  of student
 representatives
 is 
still in question 
'the campus 
Housing
 Department 
will probably
 have a voice 
on the 
committee, Dr. Brazil
 believes. He 
anticipates 
that minority 
student 
organizations will desire 
participation  
in addition to 
other  organizations. 
Dr. Brazil 
hopes  that after 
the  
permanent liaison committee
 is formed 
a 
procedure would 
be
 established 
whereby 
a  student who has a 
complaint
 
can present it to 
the combined 
assembly. 
A question which may be 
raised  soon 
is one dealing with 
possible
 duplication 
of services. In 
addition to the burgeon-
ing 
liaison committee, the 
Associated 
Students has appointed
 a Tenants 
Cornmunications
  
Union, 
directed  by Mike Buck. 
The 
union  is currently
 concerned 
with  
creating  a 
"Tower
 List" 
on
 housing 
which  will 
publish  
students'evaluation
 
of all 
aspects of 
their  living 
quarters. 
Legal 
assistance  is 
also 
available
 
through  the 
Tenants
 Union in 
cases 
regarding  
racial  bias. 
This function
 
might 
conflict with 
the same 
benefit  
offered
 by the 
liaison
 committee.
 Buck 
was 
unavailable
 late 
Friday for 
comment
 on the
 possibility
 of 
duplication
 of services. 
Another  
dimension
 of the 
tenant 
situation 
is a radical 
version
 of the 
Tenants Union. 
Although sans 
legal  aid, 
this union,
 still developing 
its strategy, 
might employ the method of renters' 
strikes in dealing with community 
tenant problems. 
as upper
 division representative 
on A.S. 
Council. 
In his charges, 
Haber  also petitioned 
A.S. 
Chief Justice Roger
 Olsen to 
appoint 
an acting attorney 
general to 
work on 
all  cases 
involving
 the 
constitutionality  of actions 
taken by 
this 
years'  executive 
administration.  
This was
 done because 
of "Toran's 
personal
 involvement with 
the present 
executive 
administration,"  
according
 
to 
Haber.  
Commenting
 on Haber's 
request, 
DuShane stated, 
"It's  up to Toran. If 
he 
feels involved, he 
should  disqualify 
himself," but added 
that he usually 
likes to 
talk with the 
person
 who filed 
the charges
 as well as the 
person  the 
charges are 
against. 
If DuShane 
and Toran or possibly
 an 
appointed 
attorney
 general) 
feel the 
case should 
be taken before the
 
judiciary, 
then
 the charges 
will be 
heard soon, 
stated  DuShane. 
First, he 
explained,  the 
charges  must 
be discussed
 and the 
individuals 
involved 
hiterviewed  and then 
that 
which is 
pertinent  will be 
referred
 to 
the judiciary. 
DuShane  added that normally,
 the 
charges would have been referred
 to 
himself and the attorney general, but 
since they 
have  been made public, 
"everyone has 
been  commenting on 
them." 
No action will be taken at least until 
he meets with the attorney general and
 
the individual who filed the charges, 
DuShane 
concluded.  
student viewpoint in regard to these
 
bills very often. This is especially 
important in proposed legislation 
regarding disciplinary measures to be 
imposed on the campuses." 
McLemore is experienced in 
legislative affairs, having served as an 
aide 
to 
Rep. Don Edwards, 
D -San Jose, 
and as an intern in the  congress in 
Washington, D.C. He will be working 
closely with another 
legislative analyst, 
Chuck Buchanan, who serves
 as liaison 
between the 
California
 State College 
Student President Association 
CSCSPA and the 
legislature in 
Sacramento.
 Buchanan, working in 
conjunction  with 
Joe  Flay, A.S. 
president at 
Sacramento  State, has
 
done 
extensive
 lobbying for 
the  state 
colleges in their 
attempt  to gain 
university 
status.  
"The university status 
bill  is an 
important
 issue," said Langan. "It will 
go
 to committee for the 
third  time 
during the next 
session. Maybe with 
students
 lobbying for the 
students' 
point
 of view, the bill 
will
 have a better 
chance of 
passage." 
SJS  is the first of the state 
colleges  to 
have
 someone serving 
as
 a legislative 
analyst. McLemore 
will be serving 
without 
salary.  
Track  Star
 
Files 
Suit
 
Tommie Smith, 
former
 SJS track 
star, 
world  record holder 
and 1968 
Olympic AO-meter 
champion, has filed 
a 
$10,000  breach -of
-contract suit 
against 
Condor,
 Inc. 
manufacturer
 of 
sporting
 shoes, clothing
 and equipment.
 
Smith,  currently a 
member of the 
Cincinnati 
Bengals  professional
 
football  team, is 
bringing
 the suit in 
Superior Court
 in San Jose. 
The one time 
holder
 of 12 world 
sprint  and 
relay
 records 
claims  that he 
and Henry 
Visser,  a Condor repre-
sentative,
 signed an 
agreement  on Feb. 
27 calling for 
him  (Smith) to be a 
member of a Condor
-America pro track 
team. 
Smith says under 
the contract he was 
to 
compete  in at least eight 
indoor  track 
meets against 
runners  of a Condor -
European
 team from February 
to May 
and also a number
 of other meets 
in
 a 
summer
 outdoor season. 
While partici-
pating, 
Smith  was to be wearing 
Condor
 
shoes,  clothing and 
equipment.  
In 
return
 for his services, 
Smith  says 
Condor was to 
pay  him $800 for signing 
the 
pact  and $9,200 
during
 the term of 
the agreement.
 
But, according to Smith, the firm
 
subsequently
 refused to pay him the 
bonus and then notified
 him it had 
repudiated the agreement. 
New
 
College
 
Board
 
in Action 
By
 PAM 
STRANDBERG
 
Daily  Political
 Writer
 
Last  summer
 a College
 Board 
of
 
Communications
 was 
established  
at
 SJS 
in accordance
 with 
the State 
College 
Board
 of Trustee's
 policy 
on
 student 
publications, 
enacted in 
November, 
1969.  
A memo
 to college 
officials 
by
 Dr. 
Hobert 
W. Burns,
 former 
acting 
president
 of 
SJS,
 stated 
that the
 
trustees
 official 
guidelines 
on
 college 
communications
 were a 
result  of 
pressure  both 
from within
 and outside
 
the 
board  to 
impose
 statewide
 
regulation  upon  all
 publications in 
the 
state college 
system.
 
The 
trustees'  decisions were made in 
a context "which involved 
SJS,
 its 
acting president,
 the Spartan Daily, 
and the proposed 'Gay
 Liberation 
Front, the 
memo  said. 
State College
 Trustee Dudley Swim of 
Carmel and Dr. Max Rafferty, state 
superintendent 
of public instruction, 
objected to the Daily's coverage of the 
newly forming 
Gay I.iberation Front on 
campus. The group was later denied 
official recognition. 
Proposals were made to the 
trustees  
that were overly
 restrictive in Dr. 
Burns'
 
opinion,  
the 
memo  said,
 but the 
final resolutions made 
clear  "that the 
trustees were holding each individual 
campus responsible, and the president 
of each 
individual
 campus personally 
responsible, for the 
conduct
 and 
contents
 of all publications on his 
campus."
 
The new College Board of 
Communications consists
 of four 
students, three faculty members, and 
two college administrators. It replaces 
an all student publications 
board  
initiated 
by former 
A.S.  Graduate 
Representative
 Dick Miner in 1967. 
According to Charles V. Kappen, 
professor of journalism, the all student 
board never became functional. 
Miner's bill, he said, provided that 
students should be selected from the six 
college schools, 
but it did not 
state how 
they should be selected. As a 
result, the  
board members were never chosen. 
A 
communications  
board  consisting 
of 
administrators,  faculty 
members 
and students 
existed  before 
Miner's
 all -
student communications
 board. Its 
purpose
 was the same 
as the new 
board,
 that is, to 
make
 policy 
recommendations to the college 
president and to hear grievances about 
college 
communications media. 
The main difference between the old 
and
 new boards is that the old board 
included  editors, advisers and others 
concerned with the 
media.  Under the 
trustees' new rules, 
no board member 
may be 
actively associated with any of 
the communications media for which 
the board is responsible.
 
The trustees' 
new  guidelines 
provide  
another basic 
change
 in communica-
tions policy. 
Traditionally, the staff of the Spartan 
Daily has voted for the editor, while the 
advertising
 manager has been 
appointed by the adviser. The staff's 
selection of 
editor, with the staff 
advisers' approval, is submitted to the 
chairman of the Department 
of 
Journalism and Advertising, who in 
turn forwards the 
balloting  results to 
the A.S. president. The candidate is 
then approved by the A.S.
 president, 
with consent of the council. 
Under the new trustees' rules, it is 
the 
Board of Communications rather than 
the A.S. president 
which  ratifies the 
staff's choices 
of editors, managers, 
and 
directors
 of all college communi-
cations media. 
According to 
Professor  Kappen, the 
A.S. president has usually 
approved  of 
the Daily staff's choice
 for editor over 
the years. 
Seeks
 
List
 of 
Clubs 
11) RF:INER KRATZ
 
Daily Staff Writer 
The presently disorganized state of nearly
 200 SJS 
campus
 clubs and student groups is causing great concern 
in the Office of Student Activities and Services. 
According to Associate Dean of Students Dr. Cornelia
 
Toines, -In order for the Office of Activities
 to advise, 
coordinate
 and inform the student organizations and 
campus groups, we need to compile a master list of all 
clubs with indications of their activities and the 
names  
and phone numbers of their elected officers." 
Such a master plan would require all recognized 
campus
 organization officers to fill out a club card, which 
is available at the Office of Student Activities Adm. 
242,
 
to indicate organizational information such 
as
 names
 
of 
officers, their addresses, phone 
numbers  and advisers. 
-In 
order to form some unification of all campus
 
organizations,  the Office of Student Activities requests all 
presidents of student organizations to attend an informal 
meeting
 on Tuesday,
 October
 6, 
at 3:30 p.m. 
in the 
Umunhurn Room of the College Union," said  Mrs. Phyllis 
Sutphen, assistant to Dean Tomes. 
A prepared tentative agenda for the 
Oct. 6 includes 
assistance to all campus groups officers on existing 
channels of campus publicity programs through the 
Spartan 
Daily  and 
the 
Student
 
Public  
Relations
 Center. 
Student organizers will also receive information on 
various facilities at the College Union. 
The purpose of the 
meeting  will also help 
clubs  to 
become  actively involved at 
the SJS Organizational Faire
 
Oct. 13 and
 14. 
"But most important 
is for the officers to fill 
the officer 
cards with 
the 
Office of Student Activities," urged Dean 
Tomes.
 
The cards are 
vital for the Office of Student Activities to 
have
 direct contacts with the organizations,
 to assist 
groups in the 
communication  with other campus 
organizations, to direct new or interested students to 
specific clubs, to inform clubs about current and future 
campus activities. 
Nu
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" Freedom
 of the press
 is not an 
end 
in itself, 
but 
a 
means  
to
 a 
free  
society." 
Justice 
Felix  
Frankfurter
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SJS  
Magic  
Bus 
Another
 
excellent
 
idea
 has come out 
of
 
Dr.  John 
Sperling's 
Humanities  160 
and
 
196 
classes
 -- the 
psychedelic school
 bus. 
The 
bus, 
another
 
experimenf
 in 
relevant  
education,
 carries high 
school 
students
 
throughout
 the 
county 
to 
campaign
 for 
Proposition
 A 
which  will 
appear  
on the
 
November
 
ballot.  
If
 passed, 
the 
proposition
 would
 provide
 a county
-wide rapid
 transit
 service. 
Much
 of 
Santa  
Clara  
County  is now served by 
privately
 owned
 
transportation
 
companies.
 
Since
 Dr. 
Sperling's  
classes  were
 the 
organizers  of 
last year's
 nationally
 
publicized  
Survival  
Faire,  a 
workshop  
on ecology,
 it is 
only
 fitting 
that they
 
follow 
their 
performance
 with 
the 
support  of 
a 
transit
 system.
 An 
overabundance
 of 
cars
 could 
only  put 
an
 even 
greater  
burden  on 
ecology.  
A 
county
-wide  high 
school  
group,
 the 
Atmospheric
 Liberation
 Front 
(ALF), 
runs the
 program.
 However,
 Dr. 
Sperling's  
class 
organized
 the 
program 
and 
program  
and  
continues
 to help
 the high
 school 
group.  
Surely,  
this
 experiment
 can
 only 
better 
student  
relations  
with the
 
community.
 Almost
 everyone
 is 
interested
 in 
saving our
 enviroament.
 
We
 encourage
 Dr. 
Sperling  
and  his 
class  to 
continue  
their
 
experiments
 in 
relevant
 
education.  
SJS
 and the
 
community
 could
 only 
benefit  
by
 their 
ventures. 
Staff 
Comment
 
'Changing
 
Morality'
 
By LINDA
 
HAWKINS
 
Last spring 
some 2,200 SJS
 students 
signed 
a petition to 
institute a birth
 
control
 clinic in the 
Health Center.
 
This is not
 the first time 
this question 
has arisen at SJS. 
Obviously
 there is o 
need
 for such 
services.
 SJS students
 make up a 
large  
percentage 
of these 
people  taking 
advantage
 of the 
Planned
 Parenthood 
facilities. 
Why  shouldn't birth 
control 
services
 be made 
available on 
our own 
campus
 so that we 
can  take care 
of our 
own? Let's 
leave Planned
 Parenthood
 
for the
 people that
 it was 
designed  for --
the 
minorities 
and those in 
lower  
income
 
groups.  
With SJS 
enrollment
 at 
24,500,  the 
school  is as 
big as a town
 populated
 by 
young 
adults in 
their 
late
 
teens and
 
early 
twenties.  This 
is on age 
group 
where  
contraceptives
 are 
widely  used. 
These 
young adults 
are  going to 
school  
and cannot
 afford a 
pregnancy  
either
 
financially or because 
of the 
delay in 
education.
 
There  are a 
lot
 of young 
married  
couples going 
to school 
who  would 
surely 
use  the 
facilities
 of a birth 
control 
Staff Comment 
clinic.
 There are
 also a 
large  
number
 of 
unmarried  
couples  who 
would 
use  such 
a 
clinic. 
We
 have to 
face  the fact 
that there 
is a 
changing 
morality. 
It is 
no
 longer 
considered
 
wrong,  by many people to, 
have a 
sexual  
relationship
 out 
of 
marriage.
 I do not 
mean  -free 
love- or 
free 
sex-,  but an 
intimate 
relationship  
between 
two  
adults.
 This is 
not 
promiscuity.
 People 
should  be 
able  to 
express 
their  
feelings
 toward 
each other
 
without
 the fear
 of social 
repercussions
 
often
 caused
 by 
an 
unwanted  
pregnancy.
 
This type
 of 
relationship
 is 
not 
uncommon  
or
 new, but 
people are
 more 
open about it now. Stop and think. How 
many of your friends sleep
 with their 
girlfriend 
or boyfriend? 
The
 
problem
 
is
 how 
to 
make  
contraceptives
 
available  
to
 SJS 
students  
no 
matter
 who 
they
 are or why
 they 
need
 them.
 
Since 
Planned 
Parenthood
 
has 
volunteered
 its 
services 
to staff
 a clinic
 
at the
 Health
 Center
 on 
nights
 
when
 it is 
not 
normally  
in
 use, 
why  can't 
the clinic
 
be 
started  
now?
 
'As 
the  Judiciary Turns' 
By TERRY FARRELL 
Who 
needs  soap operas as long as 
the  
A.S. Judiciary 
emergency  session 
continues to 
hold open meetings? 
Actually the emergency session is 
group of hard 
working  individuals. The 
iustices 
will meet today 
in 
the 
Guadalupe Room of the College Union to 
attempt to reach a decision on the per-
plexing vice 
chairmonship  problem. 
Today s meeting 
will  be a continuation 
of Tuesday
 nights hearing which
 
produced, besides hard 
work, plenty of 
drama,
 action and humor. Some of the 
humorous incidents 
mode this year's 
initial meeting something special. It was 
fun. 
The highlight of the night was Bob 
Dollar, sitting justice
 whose absence at 
the morning meeting prevented a 
quorurg, 
lecturing
 Jolie Wineroth, an-
other justice, on her 
duties  as a member 
of Judiciary.
 
After listening to the lecture, Miss 
Wineroth queried Dollar as to the 
reason 
for his absence at the 
morning session. 
To this Dollar replied in classic
 form by 
stating
 I worry only about the present 
and 
future.  I'm not 
concerned
 with
 the 
past. 
Next
 on the agenda
 came a running
 
word
 bottle 
between
 the John Merz-
Frank Haber duo
 and Bill 
Langan's
 
loyalist 
Army. 
The Merz squad 
attempted
 to drown
 out the 
hearing  with 
..,perfluousnesses
 while 
Langan's 
gang 
blasted
 back 
with 
'simply
 not 
relevants.-  
The 
meeting
 survived.
 
A 
third  high spot was 
the appearance 
of 
Bronco Bill 
Langan as 
he ambled to 
the 
judicial  bench and 
plopped
 down
 on 
the
 middle of the table
 and proceeded to 
"clarify the 
situation.- 
Why  not, every-
one 
else was 
doing  it. 
Langan
 himself wasn't that comical 
although he did look 
like  a modern day 
Abe Lincoln
 minus the beard. What was 
funny was his army. Langan kept 
making
 
funny little hand signals and 
every  t. me 
he did, a 
bunch of his followers would 
start running  around
 the 
chamber.  I 
classified
 their activities 
thusly;  some 
were getting 
papers
 for their leader, 
some 
were  simply running maneuvers
 
around the room to stay in 
shape lust in 
case
 they were asked to go 
get some 
papers, and the others
 were just trying 
to make it to the door so 
they
 
wouldn't  
have to listen to the
 speech. 
The one 
thing  that was probably
 
funniest  of
 all
 had to be 
this  reporter 
running
 
around in his own circles trying 
to  
figure out 
what the hell was going
 on. 
EDITOR'S
 NOTE! The
 Thrust 
and 
Parry 
section of 
the editorial
 
page
 
offers  
students  
and  faculty
 a 
chance
 to 
express  
their 
views  
on
 
campus,
 local,
 
national
 or 
international
 
issues.
 Space
 is 
allowed
 to 
encourage
 
written  
debate  
on
 such 
current 
affairs.  
Contributions
 to 
Thrust  
and  Parry 
must 
not  exceed
 250 
words,  
must 
be
 
typewritten,
 
double  
spaced  
within
 
40
-space  
margins and properly 
signed
 with
 the 
writer's
 name 
and 
faculty
 
or 
ASB 
number.  The 
Daily  
will  
not
 
print  
letters
 which ore 
libelous,
 in 
poor taste
 or 
include  a personal attack. 
The 
editor 
reserves
 the right
 to edit or 
cut letters
 
to conform to 
space  
limitations  
and 
to cease
 publication of 
letters
 dealing 
with
 subjects he 
believes 
have
 been exhausted. 
People
 Who 
Need 
People  
Thrust and 
Parry
 
No 
Money;
 
NoIntellect, 
Krazy 
Tainted  
Raise  
Editor:
 
Your interview with Dr. Bunzel, 
featured in your Oct. 1 issue, was a real 
help 
in our getting to know our 
new 
president.  
Your interviewer asked 
a question 
about pay raises for state 
employees  
except college faculty and 
administrators.
 
I wish Dr. Bunzel had 
then told your 
reporter that while pay raised
 indeed 
were  punitively denied to classroom 
teachers, pay raises did go to the 
presidents, the 
chancellor,  and other 
administrators whose status for a pay 
raise
 was determined by the extent of 
their 
isolation  
from  the 
tainted  
occu-
pation of classroom 
instruction.  
Richard S. Mitchell 
Faculty 
Member  
SJS 
Flunks
 
Editor: 
This college is failing in an important 
function of 
an institution of higher 
education. It is failing to incubate
 an 
affection 
for learning. 
It is failing to provide, 
in the sense of 
Oxford University. an environment 
where 
students  might catch an 
education -much as one might
 catch a 
cold. It is a subjective evaluation; it is an 
ethos. Most
 certainly, this campus does 
not possess it. 
An academician who is himself 
inspired by 
learning  can offer a unique 
experience. Not 
many such men are are 
willing to accept the conditions
 and 
Salaries
 of the state college 
system. 
Many more have 
left
 who were once 
here.  
For those 
remaining, the current 
resurgence
 of anti-intellectualism
 
and 
punitive salary cuts have 
not helped 
morale. Those students concerned 
with 
experiencing
 such individuals must 
aggressively seek out the diminishing
 
number of overcrowded classes. 
The 
question arises
 whether a 
public 
education  
should
 necessarily
 mean 
that
 
such
 experiences 
will be the 
exception  
rather
 than 
the rule. 
If personnel
 were the 
only
 or even 
major factor, 
the crisis
 might not
 be so 
great. The 
metaphor 
of an exotic
 and 
extravagant 
bazaar  should 
characterize 
the 
diversity 
and 
availability  of 
academic 
and  
cultural
 fare. It 
creates
 an 
atmosphere  
that 
heightens
 the 
likelihood 
of 
-infection.-  However, such 
a 
program  is 
expensive.  
Objective 
evaluations  of 
economy and
 
efficiency,
 
maximum
 
utilitzation
 of 
existing 
facilities,  and 
other such
 
euphemisms  have 
destroyed 
the  vibrant, 
colorful  nature 
of a healthy
 academic 
community.
 
Instead, prospective 
students 
fearfully
 line up in the 
middle  
of the night to 
submit  their applications 
and those 
accepted are 
grossly  short-
changed. 
David 
Mayes  
A05603
 
George
 
Again
 
To K. 
George  
Henderson,
 Cheerleader,
 
and Harvey Gotliffe, 
Lecturer,  Advertis-
ing:
 
Two 
weeks  ago our football team lost 
to 
Stanford University, 34-3. 
A lot of 
people
 thought we lost that 
game.  But in 
the stands we 
won. 
Yes, that s 
right 
we won. 
Because
 
whole 
Stanford  was hitting, 
gouging, 
pouncing
 and stomping our team, 
we 
were in the stands
 simply smiling.
 While 
the Stanford fans
 were shouting vile 
slogans -such as -kill-,
 -fight- and -win--
their faces red 
and  contorted with hate, 
we 
were  proving who
 the real winners
 
were.
 Our slogans 
were:  "Peace,-
 
"love" 
and -be 
gentle.- Perhaps
 the only show 
of 
real
 brotherhood 
displcyed
 that day 
was when 
as 
one 
body  our section 
jumped to 
its feet and in 
booming
 voice 
spelled out: N
-I
-C -E. Our team might
  
have lost, but in the stands we 
pulverized  them with a smile and our 
own 
special  -Pat Boone-
 peace sign. We 
were merciless. 
But
 you didn't help, George.
 You were 
out there 
red-faced  and perspiring, 
trying  to arouse animal
 rage, passion, 
and (shudder) 
enthusiasm. But, 
George,  
in times
 like these we must 
remember  
that there 
is no room for violence
 in 
football.
 There is no space for
 rivalry 
between 
men.
 Perhaps when, and if, you
 
learn this 
vital lesson, it will 
be a small 
step toward 
taking aggression off 
of the 
playing
 field and putting it 
back in the 
streets 
and 
battlefields  
where  it 
belongs. 
My congratulations to 
Harvey  Gotliffe 
for his brilliantly
 perceptive letter. His 
knowledge of the human
 condition is 
only  exceeded by his keen insight into
 
the game 
of
 football. 
Patrick 
Moyer 
A03544 
Staff
 Comment
 
Non-partisan 
By KAREN PETTERSON 
A possible 
answer
 to the so-called 
-turmoil- in student government is for a 
number
 of 
people  to 
grow up 
and act 
like mature
 human
 beings
 instead 
of  
spoiled 
children. 
This 
suggestion  is 
not 
directed
 strictly
 at 
A.S.  
officers
 or 
student
 
council.
 
It 
seems that many
 people, both 
in 
student 
government  and 
out of it, 
(myself and 
other  Daily staff 
members 
included)
 have 
been
 harboring 
prejudices 
against
 Bill Langan 
and  his 
fellow
 officers. 
These prejudices
 are 
proving 
detrimental  to the 
function  
of 
student government. 
These  
prejudices
 
also create 
animosities
 
on the part of 
members  of the
 Langan 
administration,  
leading to 
polarization  and 
a loss
 of 
effectiveness within 
A.S. 
government.
 
Just 
because I did 
not vote for 
Langan  
does not alter the 
fact  that
 he 
was 
elected by a majority of the 
voters  
at 
SJS, and whether
 or not I agree 
with 
his 
philosophy,
 
he 
is
 the 
student
 body
 
president. 
The petty personality
 games 
going on 
now are just 
thatpetty  and 
insignificant 
games.
 
There 
is much constructive
 and im-
portant  work that 
could  be 
accomplished
 
by the campus community 
under
 
the 
leadership of A.S. government. 
But 
our  
present student
 body officers 
are not 
given a chance to proceed 
with any 
constructive 
programs when every
 day 
they
 are hassled with new
 charges and 
counter
-charges based on 
nothing  but 
personalities.
 
This
 
campus  can 
be a powerful
 force
 
in the 
community. What  we need is a 
little
 
cooperation
 and a little 
action.
 It's 
time for 
people like 
me to 
forget  
political 
prejudices which are
 carried 
over from last 
semester and which
 have 
no 
bearing 
whatsoever on the 
current
 
situation.
 
Give our
 A.S. officers a 
chance to 
prove
 themselves first, then judge- 
but  
not before. 
GAMBIT
 
By Jeunne  
Strang 
Ann 
Lewis  Staff 
Comment  of last 
Monday 
-Equality  
Ends
 with Color- had
 
quite a few good points but I think she 
wrote without thinking when she said, 
Sad but true, equality ends where color 
begins. -
Millions
 of Jews in Nazi Germany 
were not only 
discriminated  against but 
were  put to death. 
They died
 because the Nazi regime 
hated them for their religious 
views,  not 
because they were colored. 
Many 
people  have been upset 
because  
women  are 
fighting  for 
equal 
rights.
 These 
people  charge
 the 
women  
are taking 
the 
spotlight  away
 from 
the  
minorities'
 fight
 for 
equality.  
Yet, 
almost  every woman or man 
who  
has spoken for 
women's  rights has 
emphasized the fact that half of 
these 
minorities 
are women. They point
 out 
that  these women must
 fight both racism 
and 
sexism. 
Rep. Shirley 
Chisholm,  (D-N.Y.), said 
she has experienced 
more discrimina-
tion from being a woman than she ever 
has 
from being black. 
Mrs. Aileen
 Hernandez,
 regional 
dir-
ector for the 
National 
Organization  of 
Women 
(NOW) and
 a member
 of a 
minority, 
said she 
joined
 the fight
 for 
women's  rights
 because 
she felt 
this
 
fight was 
her fight. 
Rep. Patsy
 T. Mink,
 (D
-Hawaii),
 said,
 
-Male  
supremacy,
 like
 white 
supremacy,
 
is 
equally  
repugnant
 to 
those who
 really 
believe  
in 
equality. -
Eldridge 
Cleaver,
 in his 
book  -Soul
 on 
Ice,-  points
 out that 
the white 
woman 
is
 
indeed
 in the 
most 
difficult  
position  in 
the 
practice  of 
discrimination.
 He 
holds 
that
 the 
white  woman
 either 
is put up 
on 
a 
pedestal  
without  
freedom
 or 
locked up 
with 
social  customs
 and 
laws.  
No one has a monopoly on 
dis-
crimination.
 Men who are discriminated
 
against in 
many ways in our
 social 
system. So are
 the young, especially 
boys with long hair. 
Those 
who have been the victims of 
discrimination
 should fight
 together to, 
end bias 
wherever  it occurs. 
As
 long 
as one 
person
 in this
 society
 is 
discriminated
 
against,
 no 
one can
 feel
 
free.
 
We are
 all 
-responsible-
 for 
the 
biases  
in 
this 
country  
and 
we
 should
 all 
work 
to
 
end them. 
Staff 
Comment
 
Story  Blasted 
By SKIP BAILEY  
I would personally like to grant Bob 
Merrill, the Mercury sports writer, all the 
credit "in weight- he deserves for the 
crippled story he wrote Friday about 
Long Beach State 
halfback  Leon Burns. 
So, to you,
 Mr. Merrill, here's half an 
ounce.
 
It seems you were trying to 
put a 
fire a 
out with
 gasoline. The fact that you 
mentioned that 
this brother has a 
criminal record will not bring
 more 
people out to root for the -other team,"
 
as you might have 
liked to have seen in 
Saturday's SJS-Long 
Beach game. Why 
mention the fact that Leon's 
teammates  
"wish the 
subject never came up," and 
then turn right around
 and toss it in your 
story? Please tell me what the 
problem 
is. A 
pressing  deadline? 
Superficial
 
views of black football 
players?  Or did 
you need to fill in the space with 
something ... anything? 
As a black sportswriter, and if I 
have
 
to reach your standards to become a 
professional...I  
will not, 
I would like
 to 
inform you that many blacks are turning 
away from the 
sports -game" and your 
cheap reporting is causing it. You may 
find yourself in the 
position 
of not 
having to write about anything.  
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I:Football 
Plane 
Crash 
7 
Compiled
 From 
Associated  Press
 
SILVER PLUME, 
Colo.The  Colorado 
State
 Patrol said 32 
persons were 
believed  killed Friday when a 
plane  carrying 
members 
of
 the Wichita State 
University
 football team 
crashed and burned in 
rugged  mountain country 
near  the 
Continental
 
Divide.
 There were 
12 known 
survivors,
 the 
patrol  
said.  
Patrol officers said first 
reports  indicated there were 44 
persons aboard 
the  twin -engine plane, one of two carrying 
the
 Wichita State team to I.ogan,
 Utah, for Saturday's sche-
duled game 
with Utah State. 
The injured 
were taken by 
an
 Army helicopter
 from Ft. 
Carson
 to hospitals 
in Denver, about
 55 miles east
 of the 
scene of the crash. 
"It is a fact 
that it was a two
-engine plane 
flying 
members
 
of the 
Wichita
 State football
 team," said 
Clear Creek 
County  
sheriff 
Harold  
Brumbaugh.
 
He said the 
plane,
 believed to 
have been a 
Convair,  crashed 
about 
Pz miles 
east  of the 
base of 
11,992 -foot 
Loveland  
Pass.  
The 
aircraft
 burst 
into flames
 when it 
hit some 
trees while
 
apparently  
trying  to 
land on 
the  
highway
 which 
winds 
through
 
the
 
mountainous
 
country, Brumbaugh 
said. 
The State
 Patrol
 said 
motorists
 saw the wreckage from the 
highway
 and
 reported
 the 
accident.
 
The 
remains  of the 
plane lay 
about  300 
feet
 off the road 
on a 
30 
per  cent 
grade
 in an 
area  eight 
miles  west 
of this old 
mining
 town, 
called  Dry 
Creek 
Gulch,
 officers
 said. 
Officials  at 
Wichita State
 said two
 planes 
were 
chartered
 
from 
Golden
 Eagle 
Aviation 
of
 Oklahoma
 City to 
fly the 
football  team 
to Utah. 
-The 
Federal  
Aviation  
Administration
 said
 it had a 
report 
the 
plane 
had  
stopped
 at 
Denver's  
Stapleton  
International
 
Airport en 
route  
westward.  
Therre
 
apparently  was no radio 
contact  
with  the 
plane
 in the 
moments 
before it 
crashed, 
FAA 
said. 
'Bootlegging'
 
SAN 
FRANCISCOA  
student 
newspaper
 at San
 Francisco 
State 
College 
asserted
 Friday 
that "dummy
 sections" 
have 
been
 set up in 
some 
departments  at 
the college 
to reduce 
teaching
 loads of 
professors. 
The newspaper defined such sections as courses which are 
scheduled  under the same title at the same time with differ-
ent 
instructors  but which are combined to free one 
of
 the in-
structors for research. 
The 
Phoenix,  a 
laboratory  
production  of 
the Journalism
 
Department,
 said 
in a 
copyrighted  
story  a 
survey  it 
conducted
 showed
 wide use
 of such 
sections.  
especially  in 
the 
behavorial
 
science  
field.
 
The 
Phoenix
 said 
its  survey 
showed  
virtually
 all 
departments  
using 
the  
"dummy"
 
technique.  
Record Registration
 
SACRAMENTOCalifornia  
has a record
 
registration
 of 
more
 than 8.7 million
 voters and 
Democrats  out-gained 
Republicans  2 to 
1 in drives to 
sign  up voters 
since  June, 
figures 
from the secretary
 of state's office 
revealed Friday. 
Democrats have 
4,781,282 registered 
voters in the state 
anti 
Republicans
 have 3,469,046
 eligible to 
vote
 in the Nov. 
3 
general
 election. 
The American 
Independent Party
 has 41,663. 
The 
figures
 show Democrats
 increased their
 share of the 
total 
registration  in the 
state from 54.5 
per cent in June
 to 
54.9 per cent. 
The  Republican 
percentage  
declined
 from 40.7 
to 
39.8. 
Democrats
 picked up 
an additional
 393,230 voters
 since the 
June
 primary 
and  the 
Republications  
added  193,079. 
In populous
 Los Angeles
 County, the 
Democrats 
signed up 
122,300 
new party 
members  while 
while  the GOP 
added  
51,400.
 In Orange 
County, the 
Republicans  
outgained
 the 
Democrats 
in the registration
 drive 24,000
 to 28,000. San 
Francisco
 added 
25,000  new 
Democratic  voters 
and 4,000 
Republicans.
 
lover's 
lane
 
JADE 
EAST'
 
 
SPARTAN PLACEKICKER- Larry 
Barnes
 (81) scored the only home 
points Saturday night when 
he made good on a 23-yard field goal, his 
only 
attempt
 on the evening. Holder is split end 
Butch  Ellis, who saw limited 
action in Saturday's 7-3 loss 
to Long Beach due to an ankle injury
 in the 
first 
half.  
King's
 
First
 
Test
 
49ers
 Edge 
Spartans,7-3
 
By MIKE DUGGAN 
Daily Sports 
Editor  
For new SJS head coach 
Dewey King, his initial game 
was in one word, frustrating. 
King, who took over one 
week ago
 when Joe 
McMullen resigned for
 
health reasons, stood on the 
sidelines and 
watched  as his 
Spartans let two 
golden 
scoring
 opportunities get 
away in the fourth 
period 
and come
 up on the short 
end  
of a 7-3 
score Saturday 
evening at Spartan Stadium. 
Shortly
 after Otis Cooper's 
17 -yard 
punt return in the 
fourth 
quarter
 gave SJS good 
field position,
 the Spartans 
were faced with a 
fourth and 
four play from the Long 
Beach 
20. Ivan Lippi pitched 
Bus 
Alleviates
 
Parking
 
Ills 
By JUDY 
MATUSICH 
Daily Staff Writer
 
Are you a 
commuting  
student
 plagued by the pro-
blem of the 
disappearing  
parking space? Perhaps you 
ought to check into 
"Parking
 
Unlimited." 
Videll Gonzales and 
Richard Green, former
 SJS 
students, 
originated  the idea 
Hebrew
 
Lessons
 
Offered 
The 
first of a series of 
weekly 
beginning 
Hebrew 
lessons  will be 
given at the 
Jewish 
Student Center, 
47 S. 
Fifth St.
 starting 
Monday, 
Oct.
 5, 
at 7 
p.m. 
The free
 lessons 
will  be 
taught
 by 
Rabbi  Leo 
Abrami 
according  to 
the  Berlitz 
method , 
using records
 and a 
book.  Students 
are required
 
to 
purchase  the book, but 
the 
records
 are 
optional. 
to run a 
shuttle bus between 
the 
Municipal  Stadium
 park-
ing area and
 the campus. 
They 
bought two 
buses, 
obtained
 
chauffeurs'
 
licenses 
and  began 
operation
 
Sept. 
21.,
 according 
to Mrs. 
Gonzales.  
"While Videll
 and Richard 
were attending 
State  they 
had a heck of a time finding 
parking spaces,"
 said Mrs. 
Goneales. So they decided to 
start the shuttle bus mainly 
as a service to 
students.
 
They know what a problem 
parking can be, 
and  they 
wanted to 
help out." 
The buses run con-
tinuously from 
7:40 a.m. 
until 5 
p.m.  every hour at 20 
minutes to the hour. Special 
provisions are made for stu-
dents who have classes that 
begin on the half hour. The 
drop-off and pick-up 
point on 
campus is at Seventh and 
San Carlos Streets. 
Rates
 for 
the 
service,
 
which  
includes
 both 
parking
 
and 
busing,
 are 
$5
 per 
month  
for  a 
full
 five-day
 schedule
 or 
35 cents 
per day. 
PRE
-REGISTRATION
 
FOR 
SPRING  SEMESTER 
IN 
SECONDARY
 
STUDENT  
TEACHING
 
Accepting
 
Applications
 
Beginning  
Oct. 5-9 
Applications
 
Available
 
On Monday 
In
 
ED.
 
401  
Office hrs: 9-12, 2-4:30 
out to halfback
 I.arry Brice, 
who turned an ankle on the 
play and fell untouched for a 
five yard loss. Brice, who 
wasn't scheduled to play due 
to a hip pointer suffered last 
week, saw action only in the 
second half but finished the 
game with 73 yards on 12 
carries. 
"Larry came up to me at 
halftime and told me he was 
ready," commented King. 
"He 
played a great game." 
"No team in America went 
through 
what our boys did 
this week,"
 added King. 
"They 
put out 100 per cent 
and our defense was simply 
outstanding. We just couldn't 
push the ball over the goal 
when we had the
 
opportunities."  SJS only 
score came on a 23 -yard field 
goal by Larry Barnes late in 
the third quarter. 
With only five minutes left 
in the game, a poor 49er punt 
again gave the Spartans 
good field position. A sideline 
pass from Lippi to Eric Dahl 
gave SJS a first and goal on 
the three. On the next 
play
 
however, back Clint Dilts 
fumbled and Long 
Beach 
recovered to end another SJS 
chance. 
The final 
frustrating  
moment for the 10,000 
partisan 
Spartan
 fans came 
with 2:10 showing on the 
clock 
when Jimmie Lassiter 
returned a 49er punt for what 
appeared to be the go ahead 
touchdown. 
But, the score 
was nullified as SJS Ron 
Tribble 
was called for 
clipping on the play.
 
The game, which ended in 
a flury of excitement, began 
slowly as Long Beach took 
the opening kickoff and 
proceeded to drive 80 yards 
and 
consume 10:21 of the 
first quarter only to be 
stopped 
by
 the SJS defense 
on the one foot line.
 
Long Beach stayed with a 
strong ground
 game despite 
the limited duty of All 
American tailback Leon 
Burns. Burns 
carried  only 
seven t'mes, netting 14 
yards. 
His replacement, 
speedy Jim Kirby 
scored the 
night's only touchdown with 
10:27 remaining in the half 
on a nifty 29 -yard run, 
breaking
 four tackles en 
route.  
The 49ers ran
 off 69 
running plays to 34 for SJS. 
Kirby alone packed the 
leather 29 
times, gaining 127 
yards. 
49er quarterback Randy 
Drake threw only seven 
times, but he 
completed six 
of them for 53 
yards.
 Lippi 
hit  on six of 17 attempts for 
81 
yards.
 
Defensively, Spartan 
linebacker
 Dave Chaney had 
another fine game, being 
credited 
with  27 tackles whle 
teammates Bruce Lecuyer 
and John 
McMillen  had 20 
and 14 
respectively.  
The loss evened SJS 
Pacific Coast
 Athletic 
Association
 record at 1-1 
and  
brought in 
its  overall mark to 
1-3. Long
 Beach is now 
1-1 in 
league play 
and  2-2 overall. 
CAOCA
 
AhL)
 
,;16T
 
THAT'S
 US 
- 
I 
OPEN
 
24
 
HOURS
 
-Eleven
 
 
6th  & 
San 
Salvador'
 
   
FREE
 
PARKING!! 
One Day
 Free 
Parking
 
And  
Busing 
With  This Ad.. 
1. 
Park at Municipal 
Stadium  parking 
lot
-across
 from 
Spartan
 Stadium.
 
2. 
Bus  
to 
school,
 Buses 
run 
every 
hour
 
on 
thehalf
 hour from 
7,30  A.M. 
to 5 00 
P.M. 
3. Arrive and 
depart  at the 
corner of 
7th  
& 
San Carlos. 
"Try
 
Us --You'll
 
Like
 
Our  
Service!"
 
Parking
 
Unlimited
 
Corner
 
of
 10th
 and 
Alma
 
P.R.
 
Club
 
Resumes
 
Activities
 
Restating  
its dedication
 to 
community
 
involvement
 
programs,
 the 
SJS chapter
 of 
the 
Public  
Relations
 
Student
 
Society
 of 
America  ( 
PRSSA)  
has voted 
to continue 
its 
various
 
communications  
programs
 this 
year. 
Re-elected  
for a 
second  
term 
as
 PRSSA 
president
 
was  Rich 
Beadle,
 senior 
public
 relations
 major. 
Earl 
Reason,
 senior P.R.
 major, 
was 
elected  vice
 president.
 
Also newly
 voted 
into
 office 
were 
Ann 
Lewis,
 treasurer,
 
and 
Sharon 
Baker, 
secretary.
 
Beadle announced
 that this 
year's activities
 will involve 
close 
work  with a 
project
 
entitled 
Laboratory  for 
Survival, a community
-
campus 
communications 
campaign.  
Gyms Now
 
Open
 Nightly
 
Coed sports facilities 
will 
be 
open
 on campus to all 
interested students begin-
ning 
tonight and hopefully 
running through the semes-
ter, according to Dr. Dan 
Unruh, director of intra-
mura Is. 
The 
weeknight 
times are 
from 
6:30-9.
 Co-Rec 
will 
continue  on 
Wednesday 
nights 
as in the 
past. 
Opeii will be the men's gym 
badminton), men's pool, 
gymnastics room, 
weight  
room, and PER ( volleyball 
and 
basketball).  
COOKING 
PROBLEMS?
 
Want 
to live 
like a 
King
 or 
Queen  for 
a 
Dollar  
or 
more....
 
Leave it to us,
 get tired 
of 
American  food. 
What  
about
 Chinese 
food for
 a 
change?
 We serve 
the fin-
est American 
and  Chinese 
food in 
the Santa Clara
 
Valley.
 Best 
service in 
town. 
Open
 7 days 
from 
11:30 a.m.
 - 9:30 p.m. 
jj 
Fun
 
Won  
.0 Restaurant 
fl,72
 E. 
Santa  
Clara Si.
 
San 
Jose, Calif, 
Tel. 
297-7184
 
"Time
 
30PS
 
11
 
I 
v 
v, ill appear at the 
oospel il"emple eym 
20th & 4i,an 
lernando
 
ihunday,  
Oct.
 
4,
 i:300111. 
vteireshments
 Admission
 
Free  
Neuss.
 
College 
Community
 is Invited 
j"
 
IN PERSON 
BLOOD
 
SWEAT & 
TEARS
 
plus 
Don  
Cooper  
San Francisco 
Civic  Aud  
Saturday,
 October 
10 
FOR 
TICKETS  
CONTACT:  
SAN
 
JOSE
 
BOX 
OFFICE
 
912
 
Town
 
8, Country
 Village 
246-1160
 
GESTALT
 
THERAPY
 
2 
FILM
 
Programs
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(Program
 I 
WEDNESDAY  
Oct.?
 
PROgRAM
 II 
THURSDAY
 
Oct. 8 
Each Night 
7:30,9:30  
Montgomery
 
Theater  
SAN JOSE 
CIVIC  AUDITOR HIM 
MARKET and SAN CARLOS
 
STREETS  
SONE.FIETT TICKETS AT 
THE DOOR 
at
 Salto Md. Also 
Phoenix  Miami
  Detroit 
Colt 45 
Malt Liquor
 
introduces
 
the
 
adult  game 
for 
game
 
adults.
 
The  new  
Bottoms  
to"
 
game is 
very
 much like 
Colt 45 
Malt
 Liquor.  It 
is designed 
for 
adventurous
 
adults  
(2
 or more) and is not 
recommended
 for the 
shy or 
faint 
of heart.
 Enjoy 
both  
Colt
 45 
Malt  Liquor 
and the fun 
and 
excitement  of 
this
 
adult 
game. Who 
wins  and who
 
loses is  between you and your 
playmate(S)
 
A 
completely  unique
 
experience.
 
Please
 rush me _ 
_ of your 
completely
 
unique  "BOTTOMS
 UP" 
Ova 
I' 
lvi 
game(s). I have 
enclosed  a check or money
 order for   
MIS tic 
pes*ald) 
Check 
payable 
to "BOTTOMS UP". 
(Allow 4 
weeks
 for 
delivery.)  
Name
  
Address   
City  
State 
7ip  
Mail
 to 
"Bottoms
 Up", Box 1042, Framingham,
 
Massachusetts  01701
 
Tf,s 
offer
 
vol m 
slates where .1Iegat
 
"Bottoms
 Up' E Taurus
 Creat,ons. 
the 
Coll 45 Malt 
Lquor  
and desur .s the trademark  01
 
the Nabonal Brewoo
 
Co Ballo 
MA 
4-SPARTAN
 
DAILY
 
Monday
 
October
 
5, 
1970
 
C0111PIJ
 
COP?
 
X 
EROXR
 
3 
XEROX
 R 
3600  
ANNOUNCES
 
4 
LOCATIONS:
 
273  
EAST
 
SAN  
FERNANDO
 
ACROSS
 
ADMIN  
BLDG
 
NEXT 
TO 
PEANUT'S
 
USED
 
TO 
BE
 
ON
 
10th
 
ST.  
SAN 
JOSE 295-7778
 
* * 
* 
* * 
* 
* 
* * 
475
 
EAST
 
SAN
 
CARLOS  
NEXT
 
TO
 
LAUNDROMAT
 
NEAR
 
10TH.
 
SAN
 
JOSE
 
295-6600
 
* * * * 
* * * 
* 
483
 
UNIVERSITY
 
AVE.
 
PALO ALTO,
 
329-0505
 
NEAR
 
STANFORD
 
* 
* * * * * * * * 
239
 
EL 
CAMINO
 
MENLO 
PARK
 
325-2322
 
WELCOME
 
BACK
 
TO 
SCHOOL
 
OPEN
 SOON 
Spartaguide
 
TODAY
 
Kaydettes,
 6:30 
p.m.,
 
MM 
323. 
Applications
 
will 
be 
accepted
 from
 all 
coeds 
interested  
in 
joining
 
the  
newly  
reorganized
 
group.
 
Discussion
 
of
 future
 
social
 
and 
service  
activities.
 
Speech 
Communication
 
Graduate  
Meeting,
 7 
p.m.
 
HE 
I. 
Mlle! Foundation,
 7 p.m. 
Jewish
 Students
 Center, 
47 S. 
Fifth 
St. First 
of weekly
 
beginning  
Hebrew
 lessons. 
SJS Dames, 8 p.m.,
 CU 
Almaden Room.
 A campus 
organization  for 
student's  
wives and 
married  women 
students.  
Theme
 of evening:
 
"Getting It Together."
 
Refreshments. 
Alpha 
Phi Omega, 7 p.m. 
Garden 
City  Hoffbrau pledge 
dinner.  
DAILY 
Co-Rec, 6:30-9 
p.m.  Men's 
and 
Women's 
gym, 
swimming,
 
badminton  
and 
basketball 
TUESDAY 
Campus
 Ambassadors,
 11 
and  12 noon.
 CU 
Almaden
 
Room. Bible 
study  electives. 
ECSBO, 
3:30 p.m., 
CU 
Almaden 
Room.  All 
interested
 business students 
are invited. 
Sierra 
Club,  7 p.m., 
Costanoan
 Room. 
Plans will 
be
 made for 
Oct. 11 
picnic
 at 
Big Basin. 
8110   
Scotland ! Cal 
CHIPS
N-1.7wtEpaosotrSaTontRa.ColsaAratkSints.
 
Buy One $1 
Fish 
Dinner  and 
Get 
One 
Free 
ThNi  tAd 
111 
Offer
 Good 
'tit 
Nov.  
10,
 
1970
 
DRAFT 
BEER 
P4sag:31.00
 
axe  
ja.42-c 1( f:4
 
(xt,tg,.
 
Then  apparently
 
you  haven't 
dis-
covered Elea-
nor's 
Discount 
Fashions
 of Los
 
Gatos.
 Eleanor 
nas
 name brand
 clothes (Magnin 
's, Pendleton 
's
 
Catalina's,
 
Imported  
Italian
 Knits,
 ect, ect,)
 
which  sell 
for  
approximately
 1/4 
of the 
original
 
cost.
 (teens, 
ladies,
 children,).
 There 
are  a lot of 
lovely 
clothes
 for 
very  little 
money.  If 
you  have 
a 
"Champagne  
Taste" and 
live on a 
"beer
 
bud-
get" 
this  
is 
for
 you. Once 
you cone in
-you'll 
be our 
customer 
forever.  
720 
University
 Ave. 
Los 
Gatos 
Eleanors
 
Phone  
356-4839
 or 
356-6314
 
Discount  
Fashions
 
SILVA  
SERVICE
 
KEEPING
 
SJS 
ON THE ROAD 
FOR
 
34 
YEARS.  
Complete  auto
 
services 
Foreign
 and domestic.
 
Parking  
also  available!
 
78 So. 4th.
 St. 
Next to 
Campus 
Buy
 one 
Big Barney 
and 
get one
 free 
550
 
With  
Coupon
 
Good  
Only, 
Mon. & 
Tues.  
Oct.  5&6 
.4=MelMI\Z 
riSp 
lettuce
 odI
 I,.,
 
.11 in 
Iself  
ktle
 
Hungnes
 
h,t  
,h,cked$2.51''
 
f 
lertgtti
 
11E0
 
EARN
 
51097 
LOCATIONS
 
250
 
E.
 Santa 
Clara  
St. 
Spartan
 
Daily  
Classifieds
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
In
 
CHRISTANADA 
ORGANIC  HEALTH 
FOOD 
STORE  35 5 
4th
 650 San Jose 
286 5410
 
YOGA MEDITATION by Yogilaj 
Evangelos M Sat. 7 30 10 30 P.11,286 
5487
 70 Hawthorne Way
 San 
Jose 
WANT GERMAN SHEPHERD
 
PUPPY not over 3
 
'no., 
AEC NOT 
NECESSARY  Good 
Disposition
 ire 
portant, 265 5186 
MEN 
WANTED  to restructure
 
Ira. 
ternal 
organization  Change
 needed 
from the old to 
the  new look in
 
Ira 
ternity 
life Visit us and
 discuss the 
PoSsibilities 6 10 
pm
 
weekdays.  41 
S 13th St 197 9989. 
Can't Stand Your Modern 
Apartrnent? 
Visit the Cozy Corner 3rd & San 
Salvadore for reasonably
 priced anti 
dues
 and memorabilia 
RESPONSIBLE
 
GROUP  ENCOUNT
 
ER 8 
Tuesdays,  7 10 p.m 
plus mare 
mon
 36 hrs work 
590.00 Call 
Leila  
Whitecombe  353.2031.
 Dr Bob Grim 
son 356 3774 after 5 p.m. 
GAMMA PHIS 
Hanging  Loose? Gain
 
Support 
and  Buy It 
Back Monday
 
Night 
at
 6 15 
0.10 POTLUCK 
 Oct. 
IS.
 Sign up 
in 
the Health 
Building 
C AR 
RALLYE,
 STANFORD 
5.1-.OPPING CENTER lin 
Palo
 Alto) 
5, 'urday, Oct.
 17, by SPORTIN'
 
LIFE.
 S300. Any 
cars
 and Beginners
 
welcome.  Start anytime 
between  6 and 
9 p.rn. 
Join the POLLUTION
 REVOLUTION
 
Buy SHAKLEE
 PRODUCTS 
FOR  
CLEANING AND 
GROOMING
 Call 
Renee 
964  3776 
AUTOMOTIVE
 11 
si GMC PANEL all or 
part  Porsche 
Roll Bar 540 offer Goodyear E 70 15 
White Letter on? in Camaro Rim 251 
Mercedes 
Beni 3305.'62,
 exc 
rand
 
silverbronz, 
new disc brk 
black 
4996  Eves 
  leather uphol
 AM FM Radio
 51200 best 
FOR
 SALE 131 
3 
Jackets,  3 Foils, Mask 
550,
 
Engineering & 
Math  Books SI each 45 
French  Books, 25 cents ea T.V & 
Radio
 Books, SI ea 193 0544. 
'67 .DATSUN 0999.
 4 Door, 4 Speed 
EKcelient 
Condition, AM 
FM
 Radio 
297 
2151.  
67 Triumph 
GT.6.  Wire wheels, wood 
dash. 4 
speed, radials Good 
condition  
Call 294 2910 Rm 
208,  .lim O'Brien. 
SCOTT STEREO COMP w 
Cass.  
Tape Desk, New 
Beautiful  Soudd Call 
297
 4448 Origin S300 ask 5117 w 
GUARANTEE  
POSTER COLLECTORS 
...  San Fran 
cisco Rock 
Concert Posters. 
Full
 
color 
Out  of print Full size 
originals.  
from the Fillmore Aud. Guaranteed 
highest quality 
or
 money refunded. 
Originally 
cost 51.50 ea. Limited offer 
6 for
 
54.95.  We pay 
postage.
 
Arbuckle  
Bros 3871 Piedmont Ave., 
Oak.,  Ca. 
94611  
Executive
 Hillside Home, 4 years 
old, 
breathtaking  view I 3 acre 
lot fenced. 
fully landscaped, 
complete  sprinkler 
system lots of 
cement,  many trees. 
covered patio, 3 
bed, 2 bath, living 
rm. 
Family rm w -built-in wet bar. 
Kitchen 
w 
2 ovens, 
Dishwasher,
 
disposal  Custom 
Drapes,
 Carpeting 
throughout F ire 
place in living rrn has 
gas
 
lighter 2 car gar
 
wautornatic
 
door opener.
 S40,950.00. For 
informa. 
tion
 call Mrs. Sauter 251.8274
 
1946  Chevy 
Impala
 2 Door, Low 
Mile  
age, Radio & 
Heater,  Excellent
 coed 
S1.150 or 
Offer  593 5949 
1965 
TR.4, New Top, 
Trans  & Clutch, 
Tonneau  Cover 
RUNS
 GREAT!! 
S1150 or best 
offer Call 593 
5949. 
FOR SALE 
 GUITAR, D. 
Esteso.  
Never  Used w 
hard
 case. 5200.00 
Call
 
now 297 8116, 
ask  for Jay. 
'69 KAWASAKAMACH 111, 60 hp very 
offer 
Call Naomi, 
227 1828 
fast. 5795 offer. Call 787 1159. 
Parking $5.00.mo. 52 South 8thbee 
Rick
 
61 VW "Bug", good running condition. 
53/5 offer Call Mary 354 1603. 
Corvair for good transportation.
 
Runs good ONLY 550 
Call  2970213 
ask or Dan 
VW 
REPAIR,
 New, 
Rebuilt
 or 
Used 
Parts,
 Save Son Labor & Parts I will 
buy
 your
 
broken  down or 
wrecked  VW 
Herbert,
 82 
GOOdyear,
 SJ, 292
 3768 
1959 VW 
VAN, Recent 
Rebuilt
 
engine 
and brakes 14.000rni).  bed. insulated, 
$690
 or best
 offer
 293 0755, 
275 N 5th 
VW '61 Deluxe
 Bus. sunroof, AM FM 
radio, new
 tires, 
runs
 good S650.
 Call 
297 1611
 ask for Rod. 
'66 
GPO
 
360 
Hp
 3 a 2. 4 spd, mags,
 new
 
tires,
 new 
brakes.  FM 
MPa.
 
perfect
 
rond
 yellow w blk 
int 01500 Call 
,ohn 14151
 4/1 3567 
Bug. Engine perfect Me 
chanics 
OK available
 Body Good
 
51550  best 
offer  Day 
294
 9627. rote 
165 
4569
 
'63 
Karma. 
Ghia  - excel
 coed 64,000 
ird Reb Eng , 
radio.
 htr,  
5750 
Best 
offer 
Ph 064 
1750  or 739 
3836  
FRIDAY
 FLICK
 Cool 
Hand  
Luke,
 with 
Paul 
Newman
 SO 
cents  
Morris
 Daily 
Aud 
7 10 p m 
Fri Oct 9 
Cream 
puff  for 
17000 looks
 like 
'67  Alfa 
Romeo (Weft& S Sp 
4 wheel 
disc
 
brakes. 
rebuilt
 trans. 
new 
clutch,
 
clean, 
low mileage.
 Call 
Moulder 
Hall, 
ask
 for Bob 
Stlyedit. 
Pm
 127 
MILK
 TRUCK
 For Sale,
 5275, 
Oivco  
(Berkele
 Farms 
TYPe)  Phone 731 
5310 
Y 
SCOTT
 260D 
amp 
5175,  eye
 $350, 
Superb 
coed 287 
0204
 
Nivico 
Speakers.
 Slack 
metal 
globes,  
hang
 from 
ceiling 
Heavy 
sound, 
far  
out 
look, 
contain
 8 
spkrs,  
hannle
 80 
watts  each 
Trip now!
 pair 
S200
 415 
343  7968 
'65 
Mustang:  red 
convert 
power 
steering  auto 
trans 8 cycle 
5725 top 
cond 
R&I4  
265 
0981  
1967 A.0 
Impala  8. 1965 
SS
 Chev. Call 
after
 6 
00 p.m 
2944151
 
'63 Ford Gal. 
500.  4 door VI. 3 
speed 
overdrive,
 radio heater, good 
coed 
5450 call Bill 
293-9629.
 
'60 Pont Bed. 
Very Clean. Air, 
AT,  R & 
It, New
 w.w. Exc. Cond.  
8490. 867.9702. 
SAILBOAT
 22 ft 9 
in
 Olympic 
Star  
Class  no 3886 
New  Mast. Good 
Sails 
N Beat 
Cicero 
Covr
 Trailer 
Much
 care & expense
 In '70 season 
51000 Ask 
for Peter 
Carniglia.  
294
 
8741
 
TEN 
SPEED boys 
bike 2245 Lux 
Ave.  
Apt
 
$ 
SCOTT 260S amp SI75. NI K KOR fish-
eye 5350, subperb cond 217 0204. 
'66 OTO, Pwr. Brks. Pwr Steer ,Auto 
Trans. V inal top,  new tires, 
Bkt 
seats. 11790 Best offer 251 7014 
Scott eeeeee 26011 Amplifier, 160 watts 
continuous power, tuner,  phone., 
tape 
input & Output lacks. 0 1 287 0204 
'60 Corvair for good 
transportation.
 
Runs Good. 
Only  550. Call 297 0273 ask 
for Dan. 
'65 Most. New 
rebuilt  eng & Trans.. 3 
sod.
 Vi Good Cond 5975 Best
 Offer, 
Call 251 6170 
  HELP
 
WANTED
 
(4) 
53.00 Per 
hr., Male & Female Need 
Money for food, rent, books; car? If 
you are willing to work. we pay 3.00 hr. 
After qualifying require 
care & neat 
appear Fuller Brush
 Co 225 5513 
Photo models needed 
part lime. 
Women ages 7030, 515 
Per Hour. 295-
5489, 295 8550 Legit,  Call Parr, 
HASHERS to work 2 meals. Call 354 
6547 mornings or 293 7453 afternoons 
PART TIME, on campus work 
with 
college 
computer dating service. Set 
your
 
Own 
hours. Pay may
 exceed S5 
hr. For 
information
 write now 
PARTY MATE, 
P.O
 Box 38, Dayton, 
Ohio
 45405. 
FRIDAY FLICK Coal Hand Luke, 
with  
Paul Newman 50 cents Morris 
Daily  
Aud
 7 10 p.m. Fri. Oct, 9. 
BABYSITTER WANTED: Mon 8, 
Wed. 230 430 
Mon.
 Eve. 6.30 10,00 
p.rn Also assorted other times. 251 
7341 
lOSI  A 
ND FOUND
 'SI
 
REWARD''
 550 
5250  FOR INFORMA 
TION LEADING 
TO THE RETURN 
OF AFGHAN 
PUPPY 3 tro. old Red 
dish brown
 color 1 coat fuzz Female 
at 20 lb. 15" 
tall
 Phone: 2967703 or 266. 
3513. 
REWARD for lost male Laso
 Apses 
Dog (long 
shaggy 
grayish  
brown 
hair) I yr. old. Answers to Carchew.
 
Lost at 
Spartan
 Market. 
Call
 Pam 295 
9700 
LOST:  Coin 
eeeee by 
Centenial  Hall. 
Need I.D Please 
take to Lost & 
Found  
or Call 247  4348
 aft 7.30 p.m. 
Thanks  
Rebecca Boyd. 
REWARD?!
 55.00 for return of 
ZEKE,  
Kangaroo
 Rat lost on 12th
 St Could be 
traveling
 incognito 
andf  has 
broken
 
tail Call Mitch 2933660, 
REWARD!! 
65.00  for return of 
ZEKE, 
Kangaroo 
Rat lost on 
12th
 St Could 
be
 
traveling 
incognito
 and has 
broken
 
tail. Call Mitch 
293  3680,  
ROUSING
 7, 
GIRLS: 2 Bdrm. Mod furh 
apartment
 
2 blk 515. First floor front apt Blt in 
kitchen.
 Clean
 Tile bath.
 
patio.  9.30 
a.m to 2. 4195
 10th. 292
 
1327
 
LARGE CHEERFUL ROOMS One w 
out side entrance Other w balcony. 
Both 
have w w carpet & furnace heat 
406 5 
11th St 
3 BLOCKS FROM
 CAMPUS So. 
9th 
St . Furn 1 Bdrrn apt $780 per mo. 
Furn 
1 Bdrrn apt
 
$705
 
per
 'no.
 
Modern & 
Quiet  Phone 269 8931 
Fem. Roommate needed.
 F 
urn  Apt. 
1' blks 
from campus Pool. 
laundry.  
carpet 476 S 7th No 3 
ROOMS 
Available at the PALACE
 2 
BON -11 2 Bath 
Furnished  S57.50. 
Roommate Needed 
140 E William 293 
3718 
SERIOUS 
GIRL Roommate 
Wanted  
For  nice studio 
apartmentuneblock
 
from Campus  Call
 Betsy 
2920660
 
Evenings or 297 3645 Days 
2 
FEMALE  STUDENTS looking for a 2 
Sdrm Apt near SJS Campus, Wiliing 
to pay up to S75 no 
Call  290 
5857
 ..If
 6 
Roommate M&mo. 
Your  own 
loom
 52 
South Rth S. Rick 299 1239 
SEEKING 
FEMALE
 ROOMMATE 
non
 smoker,
 upper cl.v 10 
share  apt wi 
3 others 
e42 50 rno 286 69.31 
URGENT!! Upper
 Div, Female to 
share 
house blk from 
campus. Rent 
546.25  TO. Call 294 2651 or 287 
3929. 
Liberal iltd 
girl roommate 
needed  to 
share 2 FicIrm. 
apt 298.6728 after 
4:00  
p m 
Prefer
 upper div. 
FREE
 Room & board for girl 
over  18 
as a companion 
Phone  Robert at 298-
2308. 
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Share 
3 Bdrm. house 3 MI from campus, 
with a _teacher & student Serene 
environment  own room. You must be 
mature and c lean. $7000 rent
 Call 225. 
5345.
 After
 
4.00
 pm.  
Female 
Roommate
 Wanted Share
 
Apt  w 3 others, 5.40 
mo.  620 S. 7th St. 
No, 5 
295 6294 
MALE
 
ROOMMATE
 
NEEDED
 
to 
share 
2 &Pm.
 Apt, 
Furnished
 w. 
parking
 on
 17th St 
Call Bob 
at 275 
8454
 
FEMALE  
Live.in.
 Room
 and 
Board 
for 
light 
duties  I 
live near 
bus line.
 
Phone
 243 
0399,  
Small  
Salary,  
ROOMS
 
Available  
at
 the 
Palace  2 
Bdrm 2 
Bath  
Furnished. 557.50 
Room.  
mate 
Needed  
148  E 
William
 
293.3710.  
Female
 
Roommate
 
needed.
 F urn 
Apt. 
blks  
from campus.
 P001,
 
laundry,
 
carpet.
 476
 5 
7th St. 
No. 3. 
S1951(1
 
7 
TV's FOR RENT.
 SPECIAL STU 
DENT RATES. 59 00 per month. Call 
3/7 
2935 
VW TUNEUPS.
 $15.00 plus parts & 
regular oil changing reasonable. Call 
GREG
 anytime at 292 1890. 
STUDENT TYPING M my 
home.  
Fast.
 accurate,  
minor
 
editing.  
Mrs. 
Baxter phone. 144 OBI. 
TV's FOR RENT: free service, free 
delivery in San Jose area,  no contract. 
Esche's 251 7598 
STEREO'S FOR RENT: Portable or 
console free delivery,
 free service,
 r10 
contract
 Esche's 151 2598 
AUTO 
INSURANCE   Annual liability 
(B.! & PPD.) Married or Single age 24 
& over 589 Married 21 23 SI49 Mr. Toll 
241 
3900 
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE annual 
liability rates 0 
125cc  S28,  I26cc 200cc
 
536. 201cc 450cc 546, 45Icc-600cc 562 
Mr Neal 241 3900 
SURPLUS
 and 
GOODIES.
 'Field 
Jackets.
 Pea 
Coats. 
Bell 
Bottom  
Pants, 
Clothing.  
Poly
 foam, 
Camping  
supplies.  
Back 
Pack  gear.
 Boots.
 and 
othfr tar out 
items
 BARGAIN
 
CITY, 
260 N
 
list
 St Hrs 
10 
6.
 
Thurs  
t II 
Closed 
Sunday  
MSONALS.i81  
YOGA 
MEDITATION
 by 
Vogiraj  
Evangelos M Sat 7 
30 
10 
30 p 
M 286 
5487 70 Hawthorne
 
Way, San 
Jose 
FRIENDS
 
OUTSIDE
 
TUTORING
 
PROGRAM  
needs 
volunteers  
Help   
family 
while 
Dads
 away.
 For info
 call 
295 
6033
 or forms
 available
 at 
Campus  
Christian 
Center 
300 
S 1019 
St 
FREE 
PUPPY.
 0 Shep
 Doberman
 
mix Call 
JIM  
2099317,
 
after  3 p 
CIALINklaft. 
Belated  
Birthday
 
We 
iove yOU
 signed 
L,S,U.S.B.C1.1
 & 
IR ANSPOPIA11(161
 
Rider Driver
 needed 
from  San 
Mateo  
to Slate 
daily 
Call 145 
6664
 Cindy 
